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Timber Cladding
Sweet Chestnut Cladding (Finger-Jointed)
Sweet Chestnut cladding is overtaking Oak in the popularity stakes, partly for it’s lovely, long, machine profiled, finger
jointed boards and partly for it’s outstanding sustainbility credentials.
We keep air dried Sweet Chestnut boards to stock to machine in your choice of profile to produce beautiful, durable,
PEFC certified hardwood cladding that will enhance any building project. Chestnut is versatile, durable, tough and stong
with a density of around 560kg/m³ when Kiln Dried ( at 12% moisture content) and a great lifespan potential.

When it’s newly machined your cladding will have a smooth planed surface with a warm yellow honey colour that varies
with the grain and that mellows to a golden colour if oiled but slowly greys to a subtle silver if left to weather which will
vary in tone and depth depending on orientation and weathering.

Profiles
We machine air dried (seasoned) finger jointed boards to create a more sophisticated, smooth planed, overlapping or
interlocking cladding profile. This also includes profiles for rainscreens and louvres and we can also produce additional
detailing in matching timber for corners or around doors and windows as required.
If there’s anything you need that you don’t see here we can probably produce it, just ask us!

Prices
Section
Th mm x W mm
LM
£/linear m exc VAT
Moulded Profiles
20 x 80
Up to 4.5 M
3.85
PAR square edged
20 x 95
Up to 4.5 M
3.85
Moulded Profiles
20 x 130
Up to 4.5 M
5.20
PAR square edged
20 x 140
Up to 4.5 M
5.20
NB. These profiles are all planed to a smooth finish. For large volumes please call us for a quote on 01730 816941
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NB (Cont) It is worth noting that Chestnut does have a high tannin content and a tea coloured staining and leaching is
likely to happen over the first 12 to 18 months. There are also issues to do with corrosion of Ferrous metals - see
Cladding Notes or contact us for more info.

Sustainability
Not only does our Sweet Chestnut comes from well managed woodlands with PEFC certification but the finger
jointing is part of a process which utilises more timber than a typical production and is a more efficient use of
the raw material. Coupled with the saving on application time on site because of the long lengths it’s no
surprise our Sweet Chestnut cladding is getting the edge over our old faithful, the Oak.

Finishes
We love the low maintenance option of ‘do nothing’ but if you do want to use a finish on your cladding there are lots of
options. We have experience with Osmo oils and would be glad to talk about what you want to achieve.

Fixings
We advise the use of austenitic stainless steel fixings for all of our timber cladding products to avoid corrosion and
staining.

Orders & Availability
We keep Chestnut in stock to produce the cladding to order and can give you a current lead time (usually with in 2 weeks)
and any other advice you need about cladding by email sales@englishwoodlandstimber.co.uk over the phone on
01730 816941

Delivery
Delivery is no problem wherever your project is based, whether it’s delivered locally on one of our trucks or nationally (or
internationally!) with our haulier partners, just let us know your site address and we’ll give you our quote.
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